ANNEX

SUMMARY OF CPMR, IMC AND MEMBERS ACTIONS
ON MARITIME ISSUES TO BE CAPITALIZED FOR MED STRATEGIES AND INITIATIVES

- Reflections on emerging macro-regional & sea basin strategies and the role of regions: ARLEM Report 2014 on a Cohesion Policy for the Mediterranean, Road Map for MRs & SBs, Political Declarations and Policy Papers (all available on www.medregions.com in the section “key documents”)

- EU Projects on maritime issues dealing with environment protection, innovation & blue growth, sustainable tourism, among others (e.g. MarInA-Med, MAREMED and several others, MED Interreg modular and horizontal projects currently under evaluation)

- Works on maritime investments and smart specialisation strategies: study & mapping, platform & conferences

- Collaborations and reflections on blue biotechnologies

- Activities on fisheries & aquaculture linked to the monitoring of the Common Fisheries Policy, including synergies with FARNET and other EU projects

- Several activities on ICZM and MSP related to the Bologna Charter and its Joint Action Plan and current projects on coastal data and MSP in the Western Mediterranean

- Actions on education, training and mobility in the Blue Economy sectors linked to the CPMR Vasco da Gama initiative and spin off projects in the Mediterranean submitted to EU programmes or under preparation

- Collaborations on marine energies promotion and maritime industries in synergy with Ocean Energy Europe, capitalisation of EU and MED projects as BLUENE, Waterborne etc.

- Technical and political reflections and EU projects on Maritime & Coastal Sustainable Tourism in the Med.

- Monitoring and advocacy activities on EU transports corridors and Motorways of the Sea affecting the Mediterranean, RTAP Med, capitalisation of projects on sustainable maritime transport.